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Statement of the Executive Board

As one of Europe’s largest independent insurance and
risk consultants, GrECo boosted revenue and profit
growth with acquisitions and solid organic growth.
Key Financial Highlights
Our total consolidated revenues increased by 17.7 %
to 94.21 million EUR as a result of solid overall organic
revenue growth, despite a challenging trading and economic environment. All our subsidiaries demonstrated
this positive organic revenue growth.
Profits before tax grew 5 % year on year and increased
from 12.06 million EUR in 2017 to 12.67 million EUR in
2018 due to several substantial client wins in 2018. The
Group achieved a robust profit margin despite weak
local currencies in Eastern Europe as well as some country risk write-offs.
Corporate Developments
Our specialty-led approach is the core element of our
corporate strategy. To support it, we have attracted the
best talents and have formed industry-focused practices to provide our clients with innovative concepts that
meet their specific needs.
Since 1989, we have continuously tapped into new Eastern European growth markets and occupied new growth
fields. Our unique presence in this region is a stable foundation for continued future growth. We are delighted by
the significant progress we made in 2018 across all our
businesses. Underpinned by the economic strength of
most of the markets which we operate in, we reported
very strong financial results, successfully delivered on our
specialty strategy and benefitted from the acquisition of
the largest insurance brokerage in Estonia.
GrECo acquires 57.35 % of IIZI Group AS in the
Baltic States
The acquisition of a majority stake in IIZI represents
one of the largest M&A deals in our corporate history.

IIZI Kindlustusmaakler is the largest insurance broker in
Estonia, holding 31 % market share. IIZI operates subsidiaries in Estonia as well as Latvia. In addition to online
broking, IIZI is also engaged in corporate broking, affinity
business (banks and leasing companies) and partnerships in other retail channels. In 2018, 150 employees
generated revenues of 8 million EUR. The acquisition of
IIZI adds a decisive momentum to the growth strategy
of our entire Group. Especially IIZI’s highly innovative
IT solutions, turning complex insurance processes into
simple and easy to use applications, will push our efforts
in this important strategic field.
IIZI is a perfect match for our presence in the Baltics. It
strengthens our business in Estonia, it enables us to add
Latvia as a new market, and complements our existing
operation in Lithuania, giving us a comprehensive and
market leading presence in the Baltics. We continue to
master the challenges of the integration process and
have put the business on the right track to support its
ongoing strategic development.
Takeover of JLT
The Jardine Lloyd Thompson Group plc (JLT) has held an
equity interest of 20 % in GrECo since 2010. On 18th September 2018, JLT announced a recommended cash offer
by MMC Treasury Holdings (UK) Limited, a group company of Marsh & McLennan Companies Inc. (Marsh), for the
whole of the issued share capital of JLT. The JLT shareholders voted to approve the acquisition of JLT by Marsh to
purchase the broker. When the UK High Court approved
the acquisition of JLT by Marsh and McLennan Companies
on 1st April 2019, the transaction could be completed.
GrECo nova - Our Global Specialist Insurance
Broking Network
Despite JLT disappearing from our international network
landscape, we will continue to collaborate with our independent broking partners, working to a single set of service standards in all countries. We not only act respon-

sibly but consider it our responsibility to ensure that the
local brokers we select provide top quality services. This
is what we demand from them, on behalf of our clients,
no questions asked. We have therefore agreed on comprehensive service standards with our partners.

Outlook
As we enter 2019, we are in a very strong position to seize the opportunities that are being created by the consolidation of the global brokers market, resulting in top
talent searching for new challenges.

Ever since its foundation, GrECo has been an independent family business. This independence has been instilled in us – it defines us, worldwide. That is why we mostly
collaborate with leading local brokers who are as independent as we are and who share our guiding principles
and values. Our unique client proximity – 54 offices in 17
countries across the CESEE region – and the global presence of GrECo nova are key pillars of success.

Across most lines and most classes of reinsurance and
specialty, the steady price reductions we have experienced over of the past few years seems to have subsided
or even ended. However, a consistent pattern is not yet
evident. It would therefore be premature to refer to a
hardening market.

Commitment to Corporate Responsibility
Corporate responsibility (CR) underpins our business,
enabling us to achieve our strategic goals in a responsible and sustainable way. The GrECo Board is fully committed to integrating broader social, ethical and sustainable practices in our daily business. The CR section of
this report provides more information about our CR performance in 2018.
Our Employees and Distinctive Culture
Our entrepreneurial approach means we have a flat and
empowered structure which keeps a constant focus on
our employees. This enables us to promote innovation,
strengthen our reliability and the agility to develop specialist products and services and deliver them to our
clients. Our profound specialist knowledge, client advocacy, tailored advice and service excellence is a solid
foundation that has been built up by our teams, their
outstanding quality of work, their commitment and
passion as well as an unwavering focus on achieving the
best results for our clients in an increasingly complex
risk environment. We would like to thank every one of
our 960 employees for their enthusiasm and their contribution to yet another very successful year at GrECo.

Our expectations for 2019 are positive and unchanged.
While the Group considers the factors within its control
positive, volatile currency markets and political developments in some markets present a risk. Our ability to generate strong organic results against the backdrop of a volatile and challenging global insurance market, is testament
to the quality, breadth and specialism of our offering.
Sincerely,

Georg Neubrand
CFO

Friedrich Neubrand
CEO

Georg Winter
CTO
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Statement by the Chairman of the
Supervisory Board

I am very pleased to present the Group’s excellent results
for the year 2018. Despite having to face difficult economic conditions globally and a very competitive insurance market, we pursued our specialty strategy tailoring
our services to the meet the clients´ needs and enabling
our people. In 2019, we will strive to deliver sustainable
growth, thus strengthening our position in Austria and
Central Eastern Europe.

The Supervisory Board had no objections and approved
the Annual Financial Statements; these are thus considered adopted.
On behalf of the Supervisory Board, I would like to convey
my thanks to the Executive Board and everyone at GrECo
for their commitment and contribution to our success.

In 2018, the Supervisory Board monitored the business
activities of the Executive Board in 4 periodical meetings.
In addition, the Executive Board reported and consulted
with the Chairman of the Supervisory Board on current
business issues in 10 meetings throughout the year. Hence, the Supervisory Board fulfilled its tasks in accordance
with the Austrian legal requirements and the Articles of
Association of GrECo International Holding AG.
The Annual Financial statements for 2018 and the Executive Board’s report were reviewed by the appointed auditors and awarded with their unqualified audit opinion.

Friedrich Neubrand
Chairman

I
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Financial Highlights

Consolidated Income Statement
From January 1st to December 31st

94.2 €m

Average Growth Rate of 10.3 %
2016: 77.4 €m
2017: 80.0 €m

83.2 €m

net revenue
Average Growth Rate of 10.0 %
2016: 68.9 €m
2017: 70.6 €m

12.7 €m

profit before tax
Average Rate of Decline 0.3 %
2016: 12.8 €m
2017: 12.1 €m

957

number of employees
Average Growth Rate of 12.6 %
2016: 764
2017: 795

760 €m

premium volume
Average Growth Rate of 12.6 %
2016: 607 m€
2017: 640 m€

96.8 %

2017
€ ´000

94,215

80,011

540

551

Commission splitting

-11,582

-9,946

Net revenue

83,173

70,616

Personnel expenses

-50,224

-42,465

-3,802

-2,343

-16,366

-13,864

12,781

11,944

-106

116

Profit before taxation

12,675

12,060

Taxes on income

-2,866

-2,936

Profit after taxes

9,809

9,124

Revenue
Other operating income

Depreciation and amortization
Other operating expenses
Profit from operating activities
Financial result

client retention rate
Average Client Retention Rate of 96.9 %
2016: 96.4 %
2017: 97.6 %

145,590

2018
€ ´000

total consolidated revenue

number of policies
Average Growth Rate 2.8 %
2016: 137,849
2017: 141,252

I
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Consolidated Balance Sheet

Key Performance Indicators

at 31st December

2018
€ ´000

2017
€ ´000

Fixed assets
Intangible assets

10,125

2,922

Tangible assets

5,465

4,300

Financial assets

2,517

2,406

18,107

9,628

Trade receivables

20,007

20,104

Other receivables

19,008

17,884

Current assets

Cash and cash equivalents

Prepaid expenses and deferred taxes

20,143

23,015

59,158

61,003

3,358

2,044

80,623

72,675

Subscribed capital

2,000

2,000

Reserves

1,343

1,343

FX-Differences

-0,200

-0,015

Retained earnings

13,354

11,552

Minority interest

0,932

1,875

17,429

16,755

Accruals and provisions

24,376

22,069

Trade and other liabilities

24,759

20,527

Deferred income

14,059

13,324

Total Liabilities and Shareholders‘ Equity

80,623

72,675

Total Assets

return on equity
(before tax)

return on assets
(before tax)

85.9 %

2016

17.9 %

2016

72.0 %

2017

16.6 %

2017

72.7 %

2018

15.7 %

2018

Return on equity (Profit before taxation / Equity) as well
as Return on assets have been stable during the past
years. These figures reflect the high profitability of the

Group which was mainly based on organic growth but
also strengthened in 2018 by successful acquisitions
like IIZI Group.

equity ratio

total revenue per employee
€‘000

20.8 %

2016

101.3

2016

23.1 %

2017

100.6

2017

21.6 %

2018

98.4

2018

Equity in 2018 increased but the equity ratio
declined slightly.

Revenue per employee slightly declined in the business
years 2017 and 2018.

Equity
trading margin *
18.5 %

2016

17.1 %

2017

15.2 %

2018

Trading margin shows the high effectiveness of the group
based on a high level of organisation and experience. In
2016 the sale of Czech online business had an effect on it.

* Trading margin represents profit before taxation divided by net revenue
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Risk Management

Risk Management is the core business of an insurance
broker and hence managing our own risks is also a top
priority for us. The GrECo Group has identified and evaluated its exposures and set measures for their prevention, minimization and transfer. The measures consider
mitigation possibilities for all identified risks as well as
solutions for insurance covers. In addition, the department for Internal Audits also supports in the supervision
of these risk mitigation measures.
Management Risks
GrECo´s risks are classified into Management and Operational Risks. The Management Risks are subdivided
into Strategic, Market and Financial Risks. In the area of
Strategic Risks one of the main issues are Political Risks.
The political instability in some of our countries and the
tendency towards nationalization in many CEE countries
might affect our business. The GrECo Group by now has
30 years of experience in the markets of Eastern Europe
and has been dealing with difficult and changing market
conditions for many years and our presence in 17 different countries spreads the risk.
A major influence on the market results from the introduction of the Insurance Distribution Directive (IDD). The
EU directive deals with all participants involved in selling
insurance products and creates risks and chances to the
market players. Amongst others the topic of strengthened professionalism requirements is mentioned. GrECo
is well-positioned in this area, having a comprehensive internal and external education programme for its
employees. An inter-divisional quality dialogue helps to
reduce dissimilarities in daily work. Our key personnel
is highly qualified and experienced. Another main topic
of the IDD is disclosure and transparency. Here again we
are well prepared, as our group-wide management information system and our controlling department can provide figures on demand. In the field of Financial Risks the
biggest concern is the currency exchange rate risk, which
might influence our results. However the presence in 17
markets offsets possible outliers.

In addition to the described measures in the field of
Management Risks, the GrECo Group takes out a D&O
(Directors & Officers) insurance for its management,
which covers the costs of errors by the Group´s bodies
and therefore protects the executives and the Group.
Operational Risks
The core of our business activity is the consultation of
clients. Concurrently thereof also our major Operational
Risk may occur. Consultative errors can result in indemnity payments and reputational losses. GrECo has been
making provisions for such cases for many years. We have
a comprehensive directive system, which is compulsory
for all employees. Our business processes are depicted
electronically and assist our staff with processes, responsibilities, tools and forms. Our general terms and conditions contain a limitation of our liability, another part of the
liability is covered by a professional indemnity insurance.
As of May 2018 the General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR) entered into force. We established a cross-functional task force, ensuring an approach that cuts across
all functions and businesses. Senior leadership approval
and buy-in is safeguarding that the programme is securely anchored in our Group’s overall strategy.
Another operational risk which is significant for our provision of services is IT risk. The IT infrastructure is centralized in-house in the GrECo Centre in Vienna. A malfunction of the security of our IT system and internet
connection might result in an interruption of our activities and might lead to decreased revenues and higher
costs. A comprehensive back-up system, an external
security audit, the ongoing modernisation of IT hardware
and the sufficient availability of multi-level redundancies
reduce this risk. Furthermore cyber risks are transferred
to an adequate insurance cover.

2018

GrECo,
matter of trust.

Added Value for Our Clients
For more than 90 years, our clients have been able to lean
back and relax. They have placed their trust in our solutions and services, knowing that their employee, operational and financial risks are simply on the safe side.
GrECo clients can rely on long-term support with measurable added value. As an independent risk and insurance manager we scan the national and international
insurance markets to individually identify the best solutions for each client.
The specific needs and the individual risk and insurance
situations of our clients challenge and guide us at the
same time. An intimate understanding and having the
feel of their business or industry sector – and all inherent risks – enables us to provide the best service as
well as tailored solutions.
Our Way of Working
We have been a privately-owned family business ever since the beginning. Our independence is a privilege: we are
not responsible to stock market analysts or share prices,

we are only committed to meeting the needs of GrECo‘s
target groups. Our corporate culture is clearly based on
actual needs. The professional advice and recommendations we give are a combination of highly specialised,
national and international know-how, multilingual teams
and an efficient risk assessment that takes local requirements into consideration.
We leave aggressive product marketing to others. Our
relationships with clients are footed on trust, proximity,
a strong sense of responsibility, empathy and two open
ears. We anticipate our clients’ needs and render advice
proactively. This atmosphere of trust gives our clients the
sure feeling that they are looked after and understood.
We foster a similar environment of loyalty and commitment towards our employees. Flat organisational structures attract self-motivated people with an entrepreneurial
spirit. Ongoing trainings, numerous possibilities for personal growth and a wide range of fringe benefits make us an
attractive employer. Our employees are passionate about
their work. They have created a climate of dedication that
is well perceived outside the walls of our business.

I
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GrECo nova

GrECo nova is our global specialist insurance broking
network. It provides our clients with decisive benefits
in all their global ventures. The management of international insurance programmes and its local services
has been one of our core competences for decades.
Hence the selection of a trusted partner abroad
has always been crucial for our business.

nova flex
Maximum flexibility worldwide
Wherever you go, we are already there. As an independent risk
and insurance consultant, we are flexible to identify the best
possible local solutions for our clients. Our openness in choosing
the partners gives you maximum flexibility. We not only look for
the right partner for you, we are already working with him!

nova independence
Independent advice worldwide
Ever since its foundation, GrECo has been an independent family business. This independence has been instilled in us – it defines us, worldwide. That is why we
mostly collaborate with leading local brokers who are as
independent as we are and who share our guiding principles and self-image.

nova value
Premium quality worldwide
We not only act responsibly but consider it our responsibility
to ensure that the local brokers we select provide top quality
services. This is what we demand from them, on behalf of our
clients, no questions asked. For that we have agreed on comprehensive service standards with our partners. This also means,
we guarantee GrECo quality worldwide, wherever you are.

2018

Spotlight on the Baltic States

For more than 30 years, GrECo has been actively expanding into Eastern Europe. In 2018, we strengthened our
footprint in the Baltics by acquiring the majority of the
Estonian broker IIZI Group. GrECo thus became the indisputable market leader in the region for corporate insurance broking, affinity solutions and private customers.
IIZI is a perfect match for GrECo´s presence in the Baltics.
It strengthens our business in Estonia and adds Latvia as
a new market. The existing operation in Lithuania rounds
off our comprehensive presence in the Baltics.
In addition to online broking, IIZI is also engaged in corporate broking, affinity business (banks and leasing companies) and partnerships in other retail channels. This
acquisition adds a decisive momentum to the growth
strategy of the entire Group. Especially IIZI’s highly innovative IT solutions, turning complex insurance processes
into simple and easy to use applications, will push our
efforts in this important strategic field.
Facts & Figures – Baltic Insurance Market
The insurance markets in Estonia, Lithuania and Latvia
are relatively small, given the countries’ few inhabitants.

Only 40 % - 50 % of the existing private households are
insured, whereas all new buildings have insurance coverage. Compulsory insurances as well as insurances with
regard to debt financing dominate the market. Motor
insurance accounts for about 60 % of the insurance volume. While only 50 % of the local companies are insured,
almost all international corporations take out insurances, including a wider coverage.
The strong ties of the Baltics to Northern and Western
Europe has led to a dynamic development which is reflected by the insurance market. Recently, Estonia and
Lithuania reported an annual premium growth of 10 %
in non-life insurances.
In all three countries subsidiaries of international insurance groups account for the most important insurers.
Besides that, Lloyd’s as well as many international industrial underwriters cover risks in the Baltics, despite the
fact that only a few of them operate through local offices.
As the insurance markets develop, the number of major
claims also rises. This has led to a higher risk awareness,
which in turn will lead to an expanding insurance market.

I
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GrECo Specialty – Financial Institutions

In our risk and insurance management solutions for industry, trade, commerce and public sectors, we put the spotlight on individuality. GrECo provides optimum security
for clients’ employee, operational and financial risks and
manages these risks at all levels.
Trust and proximity characterise our relationships with
clients. Coupled with a broad spectrum of specialties and
industry-specific expertise, this enables us to accurately
evaluate risks and optimise and tailor risk and insurance
costs for our clients.
However, we not only foster relationships that are based
on openness with our clients, the work of our teams also
thrives on constant knowledge exchange at eye level.
To this end, GrECo has set up independent working and
practice groups in various disciplines. Our clients benefit from their precise work and know-how – for example
in the oil, energy, construction and financial industries,
the maritime and aviation sectors or as it relates to employee benefits or health care.
Financial Institutions
Since 2010, specialists from our Financial Institutions
Practice Group have been taking care of clients from the
financial business sector – banks, insurance companies
and financial institutions. To date, over 100 companies
have placed their trust in this speciality.
Financial institutions are exposed to numerous risks
which, in the worst-case scenario, may threaten their
very existence. Wrong advice or inadequate risk warnings in sales brochures for financial products can lead
to cumulative losses and affect many clients. The most
important policies in this area concern the financial
lines. They also involve the majority of insurable risks for
banks. Losses in this area can have immense repercussions for the balance sheet.

One of the most important financial lines insurance
for banks is CRIME insurance. It protects banks against
„damage willfully caused“ by employees or third parties. The errors and omissions is a liability insurance
which covers your company for errors, omissions and
damage to customers as a result of the professional
services that you provide. It will provide defence costs
as well as indemnification in the event of a customer
complaint. The directors’ and officers’ liability insurance (D&O) is equally important. It covers management
errors (e.g. organisational/monitoring errors) that lead
to financial losses for third parties or the bank itself.
Nowadays, financial institutions are increasingly exposed
to cyber risks. Phishing, pharming or other attacks on an
online banking system may harm many bank customers
and lead to major financial losses. Even though this risk
can be covered within the existing financial lines cover,
GrECo offers additional cyber insurance. Some insurers
even provide cover against losses caused by system failures, including first party losses as a result of system
updates or faulty operation.
Constant changes to regulations, IT developments and
new requirements are making it increasingly difficult for
banks and insurance companies to fully meet all requirements on time. The responsible persons (anti-money
laundering officers, data protection officers, compliance
officers, etc.) as well as the financial institution itself can
easily find themselves involved in judicial or administrative criminal proceedings. That is why we offer an additional criminal law protection policy.
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Corporate Responsibility – Human Resources

Social Workplace
At GrECo, we take great pride in our people, our most
valuable resource. They have been the key to our success for many years. Our teams collaborate closely, sharing knowledge and expertise throughout the Group and
across the borders. They work in tandem to provide our
clients all over the globe with the best insurance solutions
and services. Integrity, dedication and our great team spirit set us apart from our competitors in all GrECo markets.
2018 was a year of challenges for Human Resources. With
the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) and the
Insurance Distribution Directive (IDD), two complex new
laws came into force in all our European markets. In order to
be compliant with all regulations that affect our employees’
daily business, we had to set up new processes, adapt forms
and templates, and created various training modules. Different eLearning modules in various languages enabled us
to reach out to everybody. Completing the GDPR training
modules was and is compulsory. Our colleagues fully supported this new way of learning and some of them even
enjoyed taking the online quiz. The IDD introduced compulsory professional training of at least 15 hours per year for all
our European markets. So, we had to get ready to adapt our
HR Business Processes to comply with the proof and documentation in accordance with the IDD.
We pursued our learning strategy and continued to provide our employees with professional knowledge in various areas – insurance market, laws governing insurance
distribution, claims handling, assessing of client needs
and GrECo business ethics, to name just a few. Naturally, we also focussed on our core knowledge sectors,
such as Insurance Technical Know-how, Insurance Principles, Insurance Analysis, Claims and Policy Management.
Moreover, we also promoted the individual development
of our employees in various programmes, such as university degrees in insurance and economics. We are also
proud of our internal GrECo Training programmes. Our
highly qualified and committed GrECo trainer teams get
together regularly to design new training modules and
improve their own competences in didactics, communication, understanding learning and workshop planning.

Knowledge Sharing
Facing the challenges of an ever decreasing life cycle of
knowledge and the rapid advance of mobile learning, we
put a strong focus on increasing the number of GrECo
eLearning modules across the Group, especially in the
area of Insurance Technical Know-how. Sharing our knowledge and making it accessible for everybody within the
Group is one of the key missions of our HR work. We have
therefore created a new knowledge hub and virtual collaboration zones for our communities of practice, using
new tools. Our teams get together regularly to exchange
ideas and find solutions, to further develop and improve
our tools and workflows. In light of the pending digitalisation, administrative tasks are being streamlined and
reduced, and complex procedures simplified. In doing
so, we created new resources to enhance our focus on
client needs.
Employee Well-Being
Employee welfare is a key issue. That is why we consider
health and safety as part of our corporate responsibi
lity. We work closely with our advisors and partners,
and regularly review and evaluate topics that may cause
mental stress at the workplace. Increasingly, our offices
provide so-called collaboration and recreational areas.
Especially in the mornings, people get together to have
a cup of coffee, to prepare for the day and to discuss
all sorts of issues that will face them during their day
ahead. Noise levels were reduced considerably in many
offices by putting up acoustic pictures that also add a
touch of colour to the different units.
At GrECo, we are proud of our GrECo RuNNing teams.
Across the Group, they join their sportive efforts and
participate in business runs and similar events. Many of
our colleagues also compete in other sports, such as skating, football and tennis.
In 2019, HR activities will continue to focus on eLearning
and blended learning programmes to empower and inspire our people and to strengthen our employer brand.
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Corporate Responsibility – Environment

Energy Saving and Green IT
In terms of environmentally sustainable management,
the GrECo Group has significantly reduced its carbon
footprint during the last decade. Since 2014, the GrECo
Centre in Vienna, including the IT Centre, has also been
operating on a 100 % renewable (CO2 neutral) energy
supply. In 2017, a photovoltaic system was installed on an
area of 225 square metres on the roof of the GrECo Centre. The performance of the system amounts to 40kWP,
this allows us to produce 30.000 kWh of renewable
energy per year (comparable to the annual consumption
of 6 households). Further power saving measures also
included the switch to LED lightning in the entire GrECo
centre, which saved 56 % of lightning energy.
Regarding IT hardware we operate a private cloud. This
allowed us to get rid of 71 % of our physical servers.
In addition, we are constantly optimising the cooling
of our server room as well as our IT environment (e.g.
servers, client hardware, telephony solution) to further
cut energy costs. For example, we saved almost 52 % of
energy for this devices by introducing the newest generation of telephones. Similarly, a lot of other IT equipment utilises a power save mode when not in use.
Recently, we put a lot of effort into the deployment of
our content and video conferencing solution. All our
employees in 17 countries can use our content conferencing solution. The video conferencing equipment is
currently deployed at 31 locations. GrECo benefits from
a reduction in travelling costs – an aspect that has a positive impact on the environment.

In order to reduce paper waste several initiatives have
already been started: our office printers are by default
printing on both sides, many templates are available
electronically and can be sent via email, the usage of
electronical signatures has been introduced and in all
offices the printers are also able to scan documents. To
further increase the use of electronical archiving the
digital file was declared the leading file for all GrECo markets. In 2015, we purchased a professional digital printing machine, for the purpose of printing on demand.
Thus we avoid the disposal of outdated marketing material, as we are now producing smaller amounts of the
mentioned documents.
E-Cars
GrECo endeavours to constantly increase the amount of
e-cars in their fleet. Currently over 10 % of the fleet are
e-cars, in addition there are 3 plug-in hybrid cars operating. The group follows the environmental friendly policy
of the Austrian government (no benefit in kind for company cars without any CO2 emission, e.g. electric vehicles) and provides incentives for the usage of e-cars. The
purchase price maximum for an e-car is higher than for
cars with fuel engine and a financial support for a wall
box for charging the e-car at home is granted. In the GrECo Centre in Vienna we installed eleven wall boxes for
charging e-cars in the garage, which can be used by our
employees and also guests with e-cars.
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Corporate Responsibility – Social Commitment

GrECo Foundation
The GrECo Foundation, founded in 2005, is a non-profit
organisation within the GrECo Group. It has set its focus
on supporting socially disadvantaged persons, mainly children and young people. Founder and Chairman
Friedrich Neubrand’s mission is to facilitate access to
education, thus helping children and young people with
long-term sustainable development for a better future.
We implement this mission throughout the GrECo Group
in all the 17 countries where we are represented with
our own subsidiaries. In doing so, we review and carefully select each of the multifaceted projects we engage
in. We closely cooperate with our local teams during the
entire project, not only in the selection process but by
making sure that the funds are received and most effectively used.

matic situations. As part of the 2018 „Licht ins Dunkel“
campaign, we provided the required funding for a learning
project of the Austrian association „Rettet das Kind” (Save
the Child). The association runs three socio-pedagogical
children's homes in the province of Salzburg, where children and adolescents in need of special care temporarily
find a home. The children's homes allow girls and boys
between the ages of six and twelve to grow up safely in
a sheltered environment. In addition to their personality
development, success at school is an essential aspect. For
some time now, „Save the Child“ has provided additional
special learning support to help young people complete
their education. We were happy to make a sizeable contribution towards the project and were invited to present the
symbolic cheque to „Licht ins Dunkel“ on Christmas Eve.

A secure and social environment is essential to the
development of young people. We are proud of our
long-standing cooperations with various relief organisations. In 2018, we once again supported the Franciscan
relief organisation “Franz Hilf!”, “Caritas Mädchentreff”
(for girls), Tallinna Lastekodu in Estonia, the Crisis Centre
Dominika in Slovakia and the Don Bosco Day Care Centre
in Lithuania, to name but a few.

Dedicated to Earthquake Research
Students of the Cluj-Napoca University in Romania
approached our local team to support their participation
in the 15th Seismic Design Competition in Los Angeles,
California. The contest is organised every year by the
Earthquake Engineering Research Institute as part of its
annual conference. The institute is dedicated to reducing
earthquake risk by advancing the science and practice of
earthquake engineering, improving the understanding
of the impact of earthquakes, and advocating realistic
measures to limit the effects of earthquakes. The team
of students created a balsa wood model which was tested on a seismic platform and subjected to various earthquake simulations. The GrECo Foundation funded the
production costs (CNC cutting, base plates, balsa wood,
glue etc.) of the model with which the Cluj-Napoca University students took part in the competition. They came
3rd among the 2018 SDC Champions.

Campaign “Licht ins Dunkel”
Every year, the Austrian National Television ORF organises
a campaign to raise donations for socially disadvantaged
persons to provide emergency and long-term relief in dra-

We take great pride in our employees who actively
contribute to our charitable activities by helping to
organise events as well as proposing various GrECo
Foundation projects.

Hence, in 2018, we focussed on all kinds of educational
projects. We participated at a vocational guidance event
for school children aged twelve to sixteen, sharing our
experiences and offering individual mentoring support.
Within the scope of learning support and tutoring organised by various charity institutions, we funded the creation and printing of a school magazine as well as several
school outings to museums.
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GrECo – Trusted for Decades

2018

2001-2008

Acquisition of Baltic Broker IIZI

New operations in Kazakhstan, Poland, Uzbekistan,
Serbia, Ukraine, Russia and Lithuania

2013- 2014
Setting up of new offices in Turkey and Estonia
Acquisition of the Austrian aviation
insurance broker CMV

1991-1998
Foundation of subsidiaries in the Czech Republic, Slovakia, Slovenia, Croatia, Romania and Bulgaria
1989

2010
Cooperation with Erste Group in CEE

Start of the expansion in CESEE with an office in Hungary,
only weeks after the fall of the Iron Curtain

2008

1978

Ecclesia becomes a 13.33 % shareholder of the
GrECo Group

The GrECo Group is established by Friedrich Neubrand
1925

2005
Begin of the cooperation with Ecclesia Group

Foundation of an insurance consultancy
by Josef Gregor in Vienna

Foundation of the Joint Venture Ecclesia GrECo Hospital

More than 90 years ago, back in 1925, Josef Gregor
founded an insurance consultancy in Vienna. In 1947, he
entered into a partnership with Roland Egger – Gregor,
Egger & Co, GrECo was born. In 1989, we were one of the
first insurance brokers and consultants to expand into
Central and Eastern Europe. This far-reaching network,
our pioneering work in the region as well as the trust
placed in us has made us the leading insurance broker
and consultant in the CESEE region.

We have pursued strategic partnerships with leading
international insurance brokers for decades. Inspiring
and valuable, they have laid the foundation for our position in the market as largest domestic risk and insurance
manager. A pole position that we, a family business with
strong roots in Europe, are particularly proud of.
Today, we manage 54 subsidiaries and more than 960 employees in 17 countries from our headquarters in Vienna.
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Martin Weissinar,
Group Insurance at PORR

“We value GrECo’s
precise way of
working and solid
know-how.”

Reaping Full Insurance Benefits
Joint Solutions in Construction Insurance – PORR

PORR AG is one of Austria’s leading construction companies and one of the best-established construction groups
in Europe. It has been synonymous with exceptional technological expertise and sustainable quality ever since
it was founded in 1869. Today, PORR employs around
19,000 people and generates a production output exceeding 3.9 billion EUR. PORR is a full-service provider in building construction and civil engineering as well as in every
aspect of infrastructure. With its decades of experience in
tunnelling, railway construction and bridge building, the
company is in demand as an international specialist. PORR
generates around 86 % of its construction output in Austria, Germany, Switzerland, Poland and the Czech Republic. This is complemented by project markets in Eastern
Europe, Norway, Qatar and Great Britain.
Integrated Cooperation with Inhouse Broker
GrECo´s cooperation with PORR started in 2018. Prior to
that, PORR fundamentally restructured its risk and insurance management by establishing an in-house broker. A
call for tenders published by PORR requested the collaboration with this broker. In the final selection process,
GrECo impressed with its unique combination of technical expertise, flexibility, dedication and IT tools.
Martin Weissinar, Group Insurance at PORR looks back:
“GrECo provided a tailored solution which perfectly met
our expectations. The combination of an intimate understanding of the construction industry and a broad spectrum
of insurance expertise in all lines, coupled with their customized IT platform, set them apart from their competitors.”
PORR and GrECo started to shape their cooperation by
jointly defining PORR’s general insurance philosophy,
optimised insurance solutions and set up an international construction insurance programme. The cooperation
encompasses all activities of the PORR Group in Europe,
from road construction and civil engineering through to
wet risks and tunnelling projects. Supporting the various
local PORR companies with respective GrECo offices in

each country was another major aspect. PORR is one of
the leading players in the European construction market.
The dedicated support provided to the respective country
units in contract and risk analysis, insurance procurement
and claims settlement are key in the service delivery. National and international insurance markets were combined
with a dedicated local service team to deploy the best possible terms and conditions, enabling PORR to reap the full
benefits of the new insurance programme.
The cooperation is based on mutual support and sharing
of responsibilities and tasks to efficiently use resources on
both sides – including claims management. Whilst many
damages are regulated by PORR themselves, GrECo steps
in when it comes to major claims. GrECo handles about
50,000 claims a year. This experience is a valuable asset,
benefitting PORR in any claims management process. In
exceptional cases when negotiations between a client and
insurers are deadlocked, GrECo´s long-standing and solid
connection to decision makers in the insurance market
helps untie the Gordian knot.
Interconnected IT-systems
Shared IT systems ensure an efficient cooperation – a major
success factor when brokers cooperate. GrECo Online Services, an interactive platform for risk and insurance management, is much more than just a basic reporting tool. The
flexibility of the system allows individual adjustments to be
made in line with client requirements. In terms of the broker cooperation, a common interface was created to enable
immediate information and data exchanges. GrECo IT services are programmed in house and can therefore easily be
tailored to individual needs and requirements. Decisions to
this effect are taken swiftly at GrECo.
“We value GrECo’s precise way of working and solid
know-how. Besides that, it’s the individuality and flexibility with which they tackle each challenge,” summarises
Martin Weissinar.
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Soy Beans – Shipped Safe and Sound
Worldwide, Trusted Insurance Service for Large
Agro-Industrial Player - Sodrugestvo

The Sodrugestvo Group of Companies, founded in 1994,
is a rapidly growing agro-industrial company, serving global markets. The company is vertically integrated with
four business units – processing, agricultural commodity
trading, specialised infrastructure, and logistics. During
the last fiscal year, Sodrugestvo reached consolidated sales of about 2.5 billion USD. It processed almost
3 million tons of soy beans and rapeseed, making it a
leading player in Northern, Central and Eastern Europe.
The company is also expanding into commodities trading, direct origination capabilities, logistics and ports
in South America. Headquartered in Luxembourg, the
company has over 30 facilities located in more than 20
countries. Sodrugestvo employs around 2,500 employees worldwide.
Global Cooperation
In a joint effort between the offices in Russia and Estonia, GrECo won the mandate for several Sodrugestvo
insurance lines about 4 years ago. GrECo has since been
appointed broker to service the most special and complex types of insurance, including D&O, Charterers’ Liability, Stevedores’ Liability, Global Liability programme,
Cyber, Warranty as well as Indemnity and Crime. “The
decisive factor to choose GrECo as a key provider was
their deep product knowledge and excellent collaboration between their trusted partner offices and personnel
worldwide,” explains Alexander Drugov, Head of Insurance at Sodrugestvo. Sodrugestvo operates across the
globe, including the EU, CIS, Latin America, Turkey, and
looks forward to extending their market presence.
The largest part of the insurance portfolio is the cargo
policy. GrECo, in particular its dedicated Cargo Practice Group, provided in-depth insight into the topic. The

well-matched collaboration between the Russian on-site
services, the specialty cargo knowledge of our Practice
Group in Estonia, and the placement of a selected specialty broker in London convinced Sodrugestvo. “The
cargo insurance solution for our soy bean shipments is
key to our business. We needed a specialist who understands our industry and the required insurance solutions
inside out,” explains Alexander Drugov.
Cargo Insurance for Commodity Traders
When Sodrugestvo ships its raw material (soy beans),
the company acts as a commodity trader. This kind of
operation requires a dedicated insurance solution that
covers its many specifics. Commodity traders move large
quantities of different products across the world without
actually ever seeing these goods, i.e. they are forced to
fully rely on their business partners regarding product
quality and/or quantity, how vessels are loaded and
discharged, goods stored, etc. The insurance solution
must effectively respond if something goes wrong with
the goods bought by Sodrugestvo. Commodity traders
need to know that if the goods that were bought (either
based on correct or fake documents) no longer exist, the
insurance will pay.
Similarly, if the vessel arrives with less soy beans on
board, the insurance should compensate the difference. The insurance policy also covers additional expenses
of reshipment if the buyer rejects the goods, cleaning/
handling expenses or the full replacement value if the
goods became wet during the voyage. Alexander Drugov
is pleased: “GrECo´s team ensures top-notch personal,
local and professional skills as well as close proximity to
us and our needs. We value our cooperation as it significantly contributes to our future development.”

Alexander Drugov,
Head of Insurance at Sodrugestvo

“GrECo´s team ensures
top-notch personal, local
and professional skills.”
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Tricky Flight Ops – Top Solutions
Specialised Know-how and Flexible Services for Helicopters
Lifecycle Support Company – LOM Praha
“GrECo always
came up with the
perfect result,
even for the trickiest
activity.”

LOM PRAHA s.p. is one of the world‘s leading companies,
offering complex services for Mil helicopters. Their staff
provides a whole range of services, from helicopter acquisition support, through ground and flight crew training
to all levels of helicopter maintenance works, including
general overhauls and upgrades. The focus is on providing
complex operation solutions for Mi-2, Mi-8/17, Mi-24/35
helicopters and their equipment (turboshaft engines,
gearboxes and auxiliary power units).
GrECo Czech Republic has been the trusted partner in
risk and insurance management since 2001. It handles
several non-life and life insurance lines for LOM Praha.
The state-owned company, however, requires procurement matters, such as the provision of risk and insurance
services, to be subject to regular calls for tenders. In the
long-standing cooperation, GrECo repeatedly had to prove
its performance. A LOM Praha spokesperson explains: “We
scrutinise the provision of risk and insurance management
regularly and carefully. GrECo always gave us the best offer
regarding risk and insurance costs – and much more. Their
professional service and highly specialised know-how of
aviation insurance is the icing on the cake.”
Site Surveys for Risk Minimisation
Helicopter and aircraft maintenance is highly specialised,
posing a major risk and insurance costs factor. GrECo risk
engineers therefore conduct regular risk surveys to control the number and frequency of mistakes and expen-

ses incurred. Surveys also include the activities carried
out by LOM Praha´s Flight Training Centre (CLV) in Pardubice. The centre provides comprehensive and modular training programmes for both fixed wing and rotary
wing aircraft pilots, flight engineers, ground crews and
maintenance personnel. The findings were presented in
a property underwriting report. They mirrored the status
quo of the current risk situation, regarding aspects such
as safety and protection standards, building structures,
natural hazards or added value analysis.
Noteworthy Transport Insurance
LOM Praha also transports helicopters to conflict zones,
dangerous and hostile environments. Recently, an Antonov aircraft flew helicopters to Afghanistan. Providing a
proper insurance solution was challenging. On the one
hand, the helicopter is a high value product that is not
covered by many insurers. On the other hand, public
procurement rules are very strict. Besides that, the final
transport destination implied further restrictions with
regard to choosing an insurer. After scanning the national
and international insurance markets, GrECo successfully
placed the transport with a renowned local insurer.
LOM Praha’s spokesperson is pleased that “GrECo always
came up with the perfect result, even for the trickiest
activity. Their never-ending wealth of solutions, paired
with uncomplicated handling of our requests, makes a
huge difference.”
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Knowing the Ropes
Customised Global Insurance Programmes for
International Rope Manufacturer – Teufelberger

Family-owned Teufelberger is a diversified international
group, specialised in fibre ropes, steel wire ropes and
strapping. First established in 1790 by Jakob Teufelberger in Upper Austria, the company is still managed and
100 % owned by the Teufelberger family. Today, its vast
product portfolio includes steel wire ropes for ropeways,
cranes, forestry work, synthetic fibre ropes for yachting,
fall protection, tree care, industrial applications as well
as strapping to secure cargo in transport. The globally
active group of companies operates from Austria, the
Czech Republic, the U.S., Sweden, Italy, Thailand and China. It exports 90 % of its products. In 2018, some 1,300
employees generated a turnover of 247 million EUR.
GrECo´s office in Upper Austria has been servicing Teufelberger since 1986 and looks after all lines in life and
non-life insurance. Florian Teufelberger, owner and CEO,
sums up: ”We placed our trust in GrECo more than 20
years ago. Their comprehensive approach in risk and
insurance management keeps our employees, assets
and financials safe.”
Close Cooperation in Strategic Developments
In 2017, Teufelberger took the biggest step toward
expansion in acquiring the Italian steel wire rope specialist Redaelli. The company is specialised in the production and sale of high-tech steel wire ropes for off-shore
and on-shore oil activities, the mining industry, cableways, construction cranes and tenso-structures. During
the merger, the proper alignment and inclusion of insurance matters was one challenging task amongst others.
As Redaelli and Teufelberger offer complementary products differences in technical matters and legal regulations had to be tackled. Furthermore, Redaelli is present

in Italy and China, countries where Teufelberger had not
been active before.
GrECo created a tailored global insurance programme for
Teufelberger many years ago. Following the merger, new
products and countries had to be added to the programme. An international insurance programme includes a
master policy and several local policies, both of which
are centrally coordinated and managed. The master
policy is issued in the country of the parent company. It
sets the standard for the scope of coverage. The umbrella cover, known as DIC/DIL cover (short for difference in
conditions/difference in limits), provides excess cover
against uninsured risks and limits inferior to the level the
insured entity usually insures.

Florian Teufelberger,
Owner and CEO at Teufelberger

Franz Hilber,
CFO at Teufelberger

In all non-EU countries, non-admitted insurance is prohibited. This means that companies must arrange for local
insurance policies in addition to the programme policies.
The local policy fulfils all legal and tax regulations of a country and is also necessary for claims handling and premium
collection. The local broker companies provide on-thespot service. They look after the programme policies and
handle all local issues, assist in claims management and
inform the client about relevant insurance topics.
Travel Insurance Compliance
Last year, GrECo also introduced a global travel insurance
programme that included health and accident insurance.
As the underlying insurance contract was outdated, an
insurance programme was designed for all countries.
Franz Hilber, CFO at Teufelberger is pleased: “We can
count on GrECo every time. They tackle each challenge
and always come up with a state-of-the-art solution.”

“GrECo tackles each challenge
and always comes up with a
state-of-the-art solution.”
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Connecting Cultures Across Continents
“We value GrECo´s
flexibility and professionality
in dealing with this project.”

Versatile Construction Insurance Solutions for Major Chinese
Contractor – Power Construction Corporation of China

POWERCHINA (Power Construction Corporation of China) is an integrated construction group that provides
investment and financing, planning design, engineering
construction, equipment manufacturing and operation
management for hydraulic and hydropower projects and
infrastructure. Its principal businesses include energy
and power, construction engineering, water and environmental governance, the development and management
of other resources, real estate development and operation as well as the manufacture and lease of related project equipment. In terms of planning, design, construction capability and performance, POWERCHINA ranks
first in the global electric power construction industry.
In 2017, POWERCHINA achieved 52.3 billion USD in business revenues. It came fifth among the world’s 250 largest global contractors and was placed second among
the ENR (Engineering News-Record) top 150 engineering
design companies worldwide.
GrECo Serbia has successfully handled several infrastructure projects for Chinese clients. Thanks to its solid reputation and recommendation from another construction
client, GrECo Serbia was invited to join POWERCHINA in
the prestigious Belgrade Bypass project. Peng Mingyi,
Commercial Manager at POWERCHINA looks back: “GrECo
demonstrated a high level of expertise from the beginning. That and the recommendations we received from
our partners convinced us to assign GrECo Serbia with the
insurance management for the Belgrade Bypass.”

GrECo Practice Construction & Real Estate
Given the size and complexity of the project, GrECo Serbia worked in tandem with our Practice Group Construction experts. Located in Vienna, they support group-wide
construction projects with in-depth knowledge. The close collaboration ensured a risk-adequate insurance cover
in line with local Serbian requirements. The Viennese
experts focused on the European and Chinese insurance markets, while the Serbian colleagues addressed the
local Serbian market for a competitive quotation. Several
options for comprehensive insurance solutions were presented to POWERCHINA. Jointly, we decided to place the
risk on the local Serbian market and entered into final
negotiations with the client’s top-management and the
insurer. That way, we achieved both increased insurance
limits and reduced premiums.
The cooperation with POWERCHINA developed into a
trustful and stable relationship that honours cultural
differences between the Chinese and European way of
doing business. The mutual trust established between
the parties as well as the willingness to learn about each
other´s expectations and behaviour strengthened the
cooperation. Peng Mingyi concludes: “We value GrECo´s
flexibility and professionality in dealing with this project.
Their meticulous care and thorough answers to our questions make them a reliable partner for us!”
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Real Estate Real Safe
Sustainable Risk and Insurance Management for Natural
Resources – Austrian Federal Forests

Georg Schöppl,
Board Member Finances
and Real Estate at ÖBf

Österreichische Bundesforste (ÖBf – Austrian Federal
Forests) is a national institution and the country’s largest ecosystem manager. It is responsible for 10 % of the
federal territory, including 74 of Austria’s largest lakes
as well as 15 % of all woodlands. Sustainability is the
company’s guiding principle in managing these natural
resources. Founded in 1925, ÖBf was re-established as a
joint stock company in 1997. Its sole shareholder is the
Republic of Austria, owner of the territories the company looks after. In addition to its core business – forestry
and wood management – the company develops and
manages new areas of business in real estate and new
services to ensure sustainable growth and economic
success. Renewable energies are another important pillar. As a company committed to sustainability, ÖBf supports and engages itself in the production of energy from
renewable resources, such as small hydropower plants,
wind and photovoltaic projects.
GrECo Austria has been looking after ÖBf since 2006
with all non-life lines in risk and insurance management.
Georg Schöppl, Board Member Finances and Real Estate,
elaborates: “Whatever the situation, we can fully rely on
GrECo. They have provided tailored solutions with significant added value for all our business areas.”
All Kinds of Real Estate and Properties
ÖBf is the country’s largest land and property owner with
about 4,200 buildings in its portfolio – insured under the
umbrella of a framework contract. It covers all kinds
of real estate, from single-family homes, forest lodges,

rental flats to historical buildings and special property
types. Those at an exposed location, such as alpine or
forest cabins, require special protection against natural
hazards. Similarly, historical buildings which are statutorily protected require special insurance cover to comply
with the Austrian Heritage Protection Law.
Customised Claims Management and
Central Reporting
GrECo’s professional claims management greatly simplifies the daily administrative tasks which ÖBf carries
out. GrECo Vienna closely collaborates directly with all
17 forestry companies across Austria, taking care of their
individual claims handling and settling. It summarises
all insurance cases for the ÖBf central management in
half-year reports. GrECo Online Services has been established for such purposes to best serve clients.
The interactive platform provides clients with valuable
information about risk and insurance management.
Information is updated daily and can easily be accessed
from anywhere at any time. Clients can sort and filter
data, search for information and export it to their IT environment with the mere click of a mouse button.
“Sustainability is our topmost priority and the guiding
principle which we apply to our business partners as
well. GrECo has proven itself time and again, as a solid
Austrian family business and stable long-term partner”,
commends Georg Schöppl.

“Whatever the situa
tion, we can fully rely
on GrECo.”
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GrECo offices in CESEE
www.greco.services

AUSTRIA
GrECo International AG
Elmargasse 2-4
A-1190 Vienna
Additional offices in:
Linz, Salzburg, Innsbruck, Landeck, Dornbirn,
Klagenfurt, Graz, Eisenstadt
BULGARIA
GrECo Bulgaria EOOD
11-13 Yunak Str., fl. 7
BG-1612 Sofia
CROATIA
GrECo Croatia d.o.o.
Zelinska 3/II
HR-10000 Zagreb
Additional offices in:
Osijek, Rijeka
CZECH REPUBLIC
GrECo Czech Republic s.r.o.
Lomnického 1705/9
CZ-140 00 Prague 4
Additional offices in:
České Budějovice, Brno, Pardubice
ESTONIA
GrECo Specialty Baltic GmbH Eesti filiaal /
IIZI Kindlustusmaakler AS
Telliskivi 60i, A door, 3rd floor
10412 Tallinn, Estonia
Additional offices in:
Tartu
HUNGARY
GrECo Hungary Biztosítási Alkusz Kft.
Nagyszőlős utca 11-15
H-1113 Budapest
KAZAKHSTAN
GrECo Kazakhstan LLP
59, Zenkov street, 3rd floor, office 145
KZ-050010 Almaty
LATVIA
IIZI Brokers, SIA
Vienības gatve 109
LV-1058, Rīga
LITHUANIA
GrECo Lietuva, UADBB
Gelezino Vilko 18A 3rd floor
LT-08104 Vilnius

POLAND
GrECo Polska Sp. z o.o.
ul. Prosta 70
PL-00-838 Warsaw
Additional offices in:
Gdańsk, Katowice, Wrocław
ROMANIA
GrECo Romania GmbH Vienna – Bucharest Branch
Bulevardul Corneliu Coposu nr. 6-8, cladirea Unirii View, zona
1, etaj 11, sector 3
RO-030606 Bucharest
Additional offices in:
Cluj Napoca
RUSSIA
JSC “GrECo Insurance Brokers”
102 bld. 16 Prospekt Mira
RU-129626 Moscow
SERBIA
GrECo doo, Serbia
Bulevar Mihajla Pupina 115v/A3/7 floor,
RS-11070 Novi Beograd
SLOVAKIA
GrECo Slovakia GmbH – organizačná zložka
Polus Tower I, 15th floor Vajnorská 100/A
SK-831 04 Bratislava
Additional offices in:
Zvolen, Košice, Poprad, Martin, Žilina, Považská Bystrica,
Trenčín, Senica, Trnava, Nitra, Šaľa, Dunajská Streda, Banská
Štiavnica, Prievidza, Žiar nad Hronom
SLOVENIA
GrECo d.o.o, Slovenia
Vurnikova ulica 2
SI-1000 Ljubljana
TURKEY
GrECo Sigorta ve Reasürans Brokerliği A.Ş.,
Kısıklı Mah. Alemdağ Cad. No: 60
Masaldan İş Merkezi E Blok / 3. Kısım
TR-34692 Üsküdar - İstanbul / Turkey
Additional offices in:
Ankara, Izmir
UKRAINE
GrECo Ukraine LLC
20, Esplanadna St., office 23/25
UA- 01001 Kyiv, Ukraine

www.greco.services

